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Who lives in my Townland ?

An Introduction to Biodiversity Survey & Awareness

www.streamscapes.ie/biodiversity

SAFETY FIRST !
The Biodiversity studies outlined in this book involve participants in observing and
recording wildlife. Participants are asked to abide by the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Children should only undertake survey with consent of parent / guardian
Ideally the parent / guardian will accompany children in the exercise
Confine your survey to your own garden, farm, or a local park
Do not survey hedgerows or other areas along roadsides because of traffic danger
Stay away from water courses (lakes, rivers, streams, and drains)
And remember, it is an offence to disturb a nesting bird or breeding animal, or to pick
protected wild flowers!

Welcome
Wonder is the spark that ignites scientific investigation. Our sense of wonder grows
exponentially...the greater the knowledge, the deeper the mystery, and we seek new knowledge
to create new mystery. We are often failing to foster that spark of wonder in our education
systems. Just as a good music teacher will let children experiment with different instruments
until they find one that is congenial, we should offer them direct encounters with birds,
reptiles, mammals, plants and, of course, insects until they find a group they love.”
- Edward Osborne Wilson, Harvard Biologist*

This booklet, “Who Lives in my Townland?”, introduces the reader to the subject of
Biodiversity and then goes on to encourage an active participation in surveying local
wildlife and learning how to record these sightings of various species on to the
National Biodiversity Database (www.biodiversityireland.ie).  This exercise may be
done with your school class, your community group, or with members of your family.   
Welcome to the journey!
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Who Lives in my Townland?
Nature, environment, biodiversity...these things don’t happen somewhere else! They happen all
around us; in and around our houses, in our gardens and yards, on our farms, in nearby hedgerows
or parks, and we ourselves interact and impact, for better or for worse, upon all of the life and
ecological processes that surround us. A first step in becoming more environmentally aware is to
learn about the range of species that live in our immediate environs. This book provides you with
photos of some common and some not so common species which you might find in your own
garden or in your locality. As you spot them, tick the boxes and find out who lives in your townland!

What is Biodiversity?
‘Biodiversity’, or Biological Diversity, refers to the total interdependent web of life, from
bacteria, microscopic algae, fungi, through to plants, trees, amphibians, fish, birds and mammals
– including humans! The Creation of Life on Earth only happened once...and from this single
occurrence all life forms in all of their variety have arisen; from microscopic bacteria through
all plants, birds, amphibians, fish, and mammals. This is the range of Biological Diversity, or
Biodiversity. Through study of Biodiversity we come to see that we are all related
and interdependent. It is this totality of Life which sustains a harmonious loop which provides
the survival needs of all the individual species.

Perhaps the most obvious example of species interdependence is the carbon dioxide – oxygen cycle:
Plants depend upon carbon dioxide for their growth function and produce oxygen as waste: mammals
(that’s us!) depend upon oxygen and produce carbon dioxide as waste.

What are Habitats?
Habitats are distinct niches or places which are characterised by a huge mix of aspects such as
meteorology (weather), geology, relative moistness or aridity (wet or dry), degrees of ‘shelter’, as
well as the range of species which inhabit a given area. Together these variables create a range
of features which provide for the needs of the species which are found there. Literally
thousands of different Habitats make up the Bio-Sphere, which is the name for the zone thatlife
can exist in from several kilometres deep in land or sea, to the Earth’s surface and extending
several kilometres into the atmosphere. They include places as diverse as mountain-tops, deserts,
lakes, rivers, wetlands, polar ice, forests, cracks in masonry, inside sewage treatment plants, and
your back garden! See Page 8 for a description of Ireland’s principle habitats.

The National Biodiversity Data Centre (www.biodiversityireland.ie)

This is a very useful resource and website where wildlife observations from all around Ireland
may be recorded with regard to Species, Location, and Date. By logging on, following the simple
instructions and recording your wildlife sightings, anyone can contribute to the development of this
important database. While you are there have a look at what other Biodiversity has been found
in your own area.

Who lives in my Townland?
Tips for Wildlife Observation
Wildlife watching can be lots of fun, and you will be surprised at what you might see even in
your garden! Make sure to do your survey with a parent or other responsible adult. Using the
species photo ID’s and checklists on this and the following pages, carefully tick the box which
corresponds with the plant, insect or animal which you have observed. Here are some handy
tips for wildlife observation:
• Dress warmly, with good waterproof shoes...if you can, bring a camera.
• Do not go near any water bodies...lakes, rivers streams, or drains!
• For wildlife observation, it helps to be really quiet... even just sit down in one place
for awhile and see what appears!
• Watch where you step! Be careful not to trample plants, insects etc.
• Birds could be feeding young; watch for movements, and remember...
• Do not disturb nests or go near young.
• Birds of prey usually hover or have a regular viewing point.
• Some animals are active early mornings and most have a territory, watch out for signs such
as tracks and feeding places.
• Badgers are nocturnal and very protective of their young. Identifying a sett
(badger’s home) is enough...do not approach!
• With plants and trees:
- Compare plants and tree leafs that you find carefully with the picture
- Is the flower the same colour and shape as in the picture?
- Are the leaves the same shape?
- Does the plant have a long, short, or no stem?
- Is the stem smooth or hairy?

So...here we go...see what species you can find from the photos on this and the following pages!

Amphibians & Reptiles
We are looking for 2 amphibians, the common frog and the newt, and one reptile, the lizard:

Common Frog

Lizard

Smooth Newt

Birds
Here are photos of some common and not-so-common birds. They are all pictures of male birds,
because males usually have the more distinctive colourings and markings. How many can you find?

Blue Tit

Robin

Wren

Chaffinch

Siskin

Blackbird

Goldfinch

Jay

Bullfinch

Kestrel

Buzzard

Hen Harrier

Plants
Now we are going to look for plants in our townland. These are mostly flowers so should be
easy to recognise; pay close attention to the flower, leaf colour and shape.

Pyramidal orchid

Foxglove

Irish spurge

Herb-Robert

Ivy

Ragged robin

Large Flowered Butterwort

Ribwort plantain

Yellow-rattle

St Patrick’s Cabbage

Gorse

Navelwort

Invertebrates
Where will we find the insects and spiders and molluscs in our Townland? Insects may be
flying through the air, or alighting on flowers or leaves. Spiders may be crawling through the
grass or spinning webs between plants. Take your time...look hard and see what you can find!

RedTailed Bumble Bee

Marsh Fritillary Butterfly

Garden Snail

Green Shield Bug

Large Red Damselfly

7 Spot Ladybird

Garden Cross Spider

Peacock Butterfly

Silver Y Moth

White Ermine Moth

Wall Brown Butterfly

Common Rough Woodlouse

Mammals
You’ll have to be very still to see any mammals! Remember to take your time, be patient and
very quiet...see how long you can stay in one place without moving or talking...this is the most
important secret of the successful wildlife observer. And don’t go too close as you may scare them.

Red Squirrel

Grey Squirrel

Bank Vole

Pygmy Shrew

Fallow Deer

Otter

Mink

Badger

Hare

Rabbit

Fox

Field Mouse

Trees
Finally, our trees...look carefully at the leaf shape and tick the box when you find it. And, while
you’re there, see if there are any invertebrates or birds living in that tree!

Willow

Oak

Ash

Holly

Hawthorn

Beech

Blackthorn

Poplar

Sycamore

Horse Chestnut

Mountain Ash/Rowan tree

Scots Pine

Ireland’s Principle Habitats
For an island of approximately 84,000km2, Ireland has a large, and in some cases unique,
diversity of habitats. Following is an introduction to twenty-seven principle habitats...which ones do you
recognise from your own locality?
The habitats that have developed in Ireland since the last ice age 12,000 years ago have been shaped by
three significant factors; the soils derived from the underlying geology, human influences, and the
distinctive Irish weather. From bare bedrock, soils developed whose relative acidity was influenced by the
type of underlying rock, the plants that colonised it, and the weather that allows particular plants to
grow. Later, humans arrived and found a verdant land that they shaped to fit their needs, clearing fields
of stones, building hedgerows, clearing or planting trees and scrub. From undulating upland habitats to
rich productive lowlands, rivers, lakes and open seas, Ireland has a fascinating, varied, and
overlapping tapestry of natural, semi-natural and anthropogenic habitats.
From Eroding upland mountain streams (FW1) to the meandering Lowland depositing rivers (FW2) and
manmade Canals (FW3) there is an extraordinary variety of aquatic habitats. Apart from providing us
with our need for water, they support a rich suite of biodiversity including aquatic, terrestrial,
and avian species.
The ‘Green Isle’ is famed for the extent of grassland, from the low-productivity Dry humid acid
grassland (GS3) of the Curragh in Kildare to the high-intensity Improved agricultural grassland (GA1) to
the local park or sports pitch which is classified as Amenity grassland (GA2). In lowland areas, apart from
grass, fertile land is needed to produce grain crops and potatoes in Arable crops (BC1) while other Tilled
land (BC3) may be used for grain, vegetable and fruit crops.
No other country in Europe possesses as much bog habitat. Raised bogs (PB1) are mainly found in shallow
lowland depressions where sphagnum moss, which creates peat, has filled the area and created a slight
dome shape. In mountainous areas there are two types of bogs; Upland blanket bogs (PB2) above 150
meters, and lowland blanket bogs (PB3) below that altitude. Lowland blanket bogs are mostly confined to
coastal areas in the west with over 1.25 meters of rainfall per year and support a larger number of grass
species. Mountains support Wet heath (HH3), Dry siliceous heath (HH1) and Dry calcareous heath (HH2).
Open marine waters (MW1) surround Ireland, and between these open waters and land there are a mix
of sheltered Estuaries (MW4), Sea inlets and bays (MW2) and Straits and sounds (MW3) habitats, which
provide a variety of environments for coastal fish and bird species. The sub-tidal habitats of the seabeds
around our coasts are among the most extensive habitats present in Ireland and include a mix of underwater muds, sands, gravel, coral and rock beds, which provide food and shelter for animals ranging from
minute crustaceans to basking sharks and whales.
The important Oak-birch-holly woodland (WN1) and Oak-ash-hazel (WN2) woodland now exist only as
scattered remnants, though they still provide important habitats for native plants and animals. To a lesser
extent, the recently cultivated plantation woodland, such as Conifer plantation (WD4) and Mixed broadleaf/
conifer woodlands (WD2) have replaced the once great forests but still support many plants and animals.
Built land (BL3) is most obvious habitat for Homo sapiens, though various birds, plants, and other
mammals exploit niches within this and thrive! Unwittingly, a proliferation of tall buildings, and an
abundance of urban pigeons have provided ideal homes and diet for birds like Annex I peregrines!
Finally, there are several habitats in Ireland that are so rare (internationally) that they are designated
as Annex I habitat types under the EU Habitats Directive, including the limestone pavement (Exposed
calcareous rock ER2) of the Burren, the Turlough (FL6) (ephemeral lakes in limestone areas), Machair
grasslands (CD6) on calcareous sand dunes on northwest coasts, and ancient Yew woodland (WN3).
Code Source: Fossett 2000

What is Biodiversity?
Biodiversity, or
“Biological Diversity”,
refers to the sum total
interdependent web of
life, from
bacteria, microscopic
algae, fungi, through
to plants, trees,
amphibians, fish,
birds and mammals and people!!! If we
achieve “best-practice”
we can greatly
assist our community’s
capacity for Biodiversity.

HOME TRUTHS

The StreamScapes method views our toilets, sinks,
baths and showers as Tributaries to our Rivers!
What we put in them has a huge capacity to impact
on local water quality and Biodiversity. Outside our
homes in our gardens and yards we have an equal
ability to create or destroy natural habitats. These
tips will help restore water quality & biodiversity:

Household Best Practice

•

Avoid any Cleaning Products with Phosphates
or Bleach - they spoil the good work of your
sewage treatment plant / septic tank, leading to
aquatic pollution - use “eco-friendly” products!
•

The status of
Salmon in local rivers
is a great indicator of
local environmental
quality. When they are
present, they are proof
that multiple terrestrial,
instream, and marine
habitats are in balance.
This is because salmon
depend upon an entire
suite of other, similarly
sensitive organisms to
thrive…Biodiversity!

• Any common household product labelled
Hazard or Poison or Irritant must be treated as
toxic waste when disposing of - follow Local
Authority guidelines and do not put in drains!!!
•

Keep your garden low-maintenance and low
water-dependent, but covered in established
sod (and not hard-surfaced) to avoid contributing
to peak urban rainfall run-off. Use native plants
and trees to establish suitable local habitats.
•

•

Did you know that a
survey or census of the
bugs that live in your
local river reveal the
environmental quality
of the water? Stone
flies, mayflies, and
cased caddis fly larvae
are amongst the most
pollution-sensitive
aquatic bugs…if you find
them in your river it is
a good sign! And another
good example of
Biodiversity in action.

Use the minimum of any cleaning product enough is enough!

• Do not use in-sink food macerators (they put
added strain on sewage treatment) - compost your
vegetable wastes and use as fertiliser in your garden!

Salmon

Instream Insects

Avoid herbicides, pesticides, and application
fertilisers - find natural ways to garden.

of

Remember that disturbed ground contributes
silt to local water courses - silts are a major
enemy of aquatic biodiversity.

• Finally, control your use of water at home and in the
garden…treat it as the precious substance that it is!

Don’t let Nature go down the Drain!

Aquatic and Biodiversity Education in the Classroom

Produced by the StreamScapes Project

F
Freshwater Mussels

The study of Biodiversity is
full of wondrous
stories… the Freshwater
Pearl Mussel (FPM), which
used to live in most of
Ireland’s rivers but is now
considered extremely
threatened, is the longest
lived species, living up to
150 years. The microscopic
juveniles spend a winter
attached to a trout’s gill…
this is how they migrate.
They are very sensitive to
nutrient & silt pollution.

Who lives in my Townland?
“Biodiversity underpins the functioning of the ecosystems on which
we depend for food and fresh water, health and recreation, and
protection from natural disasters. Its loss also affects us culturally
and spiritually. This may be more difficult to quantify, but is
nonetheless integral to our wellbeing”
- Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General of the United Nations
By picking up this book you become part of a unique and
exciting project...observing and recording wildlife around your
own home...your environment! In these pages you will find an
introduction to Biodiversity, Habitats, and Wildlife Survey, with
dozens of fabulous colour photographs of some of Ireland’s most
iconic Birds, Plants, Invertebrates, Mammals, and Trees.

The Environmental Services Sections of the sponsoring
Local Authorities are pleased to be associated with this valuable
educational project. Protecting our Biodiversity is a huge
responsibility and starting in the schools will reap the
benefits in years to come.
- Mícheál Ó Coileáin, Environmental Awareness Officer,
Kerry County Council
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